
 
Player Safety and Injury Prevention 

Concern about player safety and particularly concussions is at an all-time high.  The possibility that a child 
could receive a brain or other serious injury warrants the highest attention to this issue.    The purpose of this 
document is to provide information on the following topics: 
 

A. Emergency situations 
B. Heat illness & Hydration 
C. Understanding and reacting to Concussions and other head injuries 
D. Helmet Selection, Mouth Pieces and Helmet Fitting 
E. Coaching Proper Fundamentals – As a safety measure NYO teaches “Heads Up” fundamentals 

developed by USA Football.  Proper techniques reduce the risk of concussions and other injuries 
F. Lightning  

 
Supplemental materials are organized as attachments which you are encouraged to read. 
 Emergency Situations:   

Coaches and parents should keep a first aid kit and cell phone with them while at the Park with the USA 
Football app installed.  In the event a player is knocked unconscious or there is any concern about whether 
a serious orthopedic problem or spinal injury may have occurred, call 911 immediately and do not move the 
player.  While there are often physicians at the Park that can assist don’t waste time attempting to locate 
them; call 911 first.   Emergency services are sometimes confused when traveling to Chastain Park, so if 
you have called an ambulance assign a person to wait near the Wieuca Road entrance to NYO to direct the 
EMT unit to the player’s location.  If a player on your team is injured to the extent he will miss one or more 
games please notify your League Director. 

 
A. Heat Related Illnesses & Hydration: 

Beginning on the next page please read the material from Children’s Healthcare of Atlanta (CHOA) about 
heat related health conditions and hydration.  In addition to the CHOA article here are some beneficial 
reminders: 
1. “USA Football” – Download this free smart app designed by USA Football.  The first emphasizes Heads 

UP techniques and various player safety reminders including local heat index, lightning strikes, 
hydration tips, concussion symptoms, etc. 

2. Identify High Risk Players – Large players are typically more at risk for heat related conditions.   
3. Buddy System - You may want to pair your players up in a buddy system in which players help watch 

their buddies for heat or other problem. 
4. Parents Role – Important actions by parents should include:  being familiar with this information about 

heat illnesses, having their child become acclimated to the heat prior to the season with a responsible 
amount of outdoor exercise, be sure hydration begins the day before athletic functions and provide 
sufficient fluids for consumption during the athletic event.  Players should not be using energy or other 
caffeinated drinks. 

5. Bring Water & Ice – Players should bring their own fluids but early in the season when they are needed 
the most some kids forget so bring some extra water.  Consider dark towels (that won’t show blood) 
on ice which can be used to cool players. 

6. SCHEDULE Frequent Breaks / Hydration Reminders: 
a) Fluids:  water or sports drinks NOT energy drinks or other caffeinated beverages 
b) 2 to 3 hours before event drink 17-20 ounces 
c) 30 minutes before event drink another 7-10 oz. 
d) 88 lb. player needs 5 oz. each 20 minutes during practice 
e) 132 lb. player needs 9 oz. each 20 minutes during practice 
f) Sports drinks are needed for athletic functions over one hour.  

7. More Information – Further information about heat illnesses is provided by Children’s HealthCare of 
Atlanta (CHOA) on the following pages and by USA Football. 



 
 

 
 
 



 
 

  



 
B. Concussions – Understand What They Are & How to Properly React:   

 
1. What is a concussion?  A concussion is a type of traumatic brain injury that changes the way the 

brain normally works.  A concussion is caused by a blow to the head or body that causes the brain 
to move rapidly inside the skull.  Even a “ding”, “getting your bell rung” or what seems to be a mild 
bump can be serious.   
 

2. What are the Risks?  A concussion is a type of traumatic brain injury that changes the way the 
brain normally works.   If an athlete has a concussion, his / her brain needs time to heal.  While an 
athlete’s brain is still healing, he / she is much likely to have another concussion.  Repeat 
concussions can increase the time it takes to recover.  In rare, repeat concussions in young 
athletes can result in brain swelling or permanent damage to their brain.  They can even be fatal.  
This is why when there is any doubt a player may have sustained a concussion; the player should 
be removed from competition. 

 
3. Concussion symptoms Observable by 

Coaches & Parents: 
• Appears dazed or stunned 
• Is confused about assignment or 

position sports 
• Forgets plays 
• Is unsure of game, score, or 

opponent 
• Moves clumsily 
• Answers questions slowly 
• Loses consciousness (even briefly) 
• Shows behavior or personality 

changes 
• Can’t recall events prior to hit or 

fall 
• Can’t recall events after hit or fall 

 
It is sometimes necessary to wait a period of time 
and reevaluate the athlete. 

4. Concussion symptoms reported by 
players 
• headache or pressure in head 
• nausea or vomiting 
• balance problems or dizziness 
• double or blurry vision 
• sensitivity to light 
• feels sluggish, hazy or foggy 
• concentration or memory 

problems 
• confusion 
• does not feel right 

 
COACH SMART – This free app from Vanderbilt 
University includes these symptoms and other good 
information. 
 
USA Football app – This free app has check lists about 
concussions and other Heads Up topics. 

 
5. How does the severity of a concussion impact recovery?  The severity of a concussion determines 

the length of time needed before a player can safely return to sports activities which is why proper 
diagnosis is important. 

 
6. How are concussions diagnosed?  Concussions can only be diagnosed by medical professionals.  

Prior baseline testing is helpful in this process but baseline testing is best suited for players age 12 
and above.  CHOA in conjunction with the Impact Testing program can provide baseline testing.  CT 
& MRI’s can’t necessarily detect concussions. 

 
 
7. How are concussions treated?  Medical professionals must prescribe treatment but it is essential 

to understand that following a concussion the brain simply needs time from mental and physical 
exertion to recover.  The decision as to when to return to school and sports should only be given 
by a doctor. 

 



 
8. What are the Statistics concerning Concussions? 

• The five leading sports or recreational activities which account for concussions for age 5-18 
include: bicycling, football, basketball, playground activities, and soccer.   

• It is estimated these activities result in up 3.8 million concussions annually. 
• 5 million athletes participate annually in organized football.  This figure is composed of 2,000 

in the NFL, 100,000 collegiate players, 1.3 million high school players and 3.5 youth players. 
• The # of helmet impacts is approximately 5 times higher in high school vs. youth football.  

However, high magnitude helmet contact occurs at all levels of football per a study done by VA 
Tech University.   

• Only ten percent (10%) of players incurring a concussion lose consciousness. 
 
9. What should be done if a concussion is suspected? 

a) Remove the athlete from play for the balance of that practice or game. 
b) Seek medical attention by calling 911, if appropriate. 
c) Coaches should inform the parents about the situation and encourage them to seek medical 

attention.  CHOA has a Concussion Hot Line which parents can call to speak with an 
experienced nurse about how to react to concussion situations --- CONCUSSION HOT LINE – 
(404) 785-5437. 

 
11. USA Football – Heads Up Program 

Teaching athletes correct fundamentals is important in lowering the risk of concussions.  USA 
Football is the leading source of information and coaching aids concerning youth football.  The NFL 
has partnered with USA Football to promote player safety.  NYO is a member of USA Football.  The 
Heads UP program was developed by USA Football and is taught NYO coaches as a means to 
reduce concussions.   
 

12. What if a player is diagnosed with a concussion? 
If a player is diagnosed as having sustained a concussion the parent should follow the directions of 
the medical provider and notify their child’s coach and NYO at Football@NYOsports.com.  The 
medical provider will direct when the player will be able to participate. 

 
13. Return to play  

If a player has been diagnosed as having sustained a concussion by a medical provider then a 
protocol exists before that player can participate in sports at NYO.  As an appropriate safety 
measure and as directed by Georgia law players may NOT “return to play” at sporting events at 
NYO until the parents have received written clearance from the medical provider and provided 
that clearance to NYO at Football@NYOsports.com. 

 
14. More Important Information about Concussions 

Excellent information is available about youth sports and concussions through the Center for 
Disease Control, Children’s Healthcare of Atlanta and USA Football.  Two pages follow from the 
CDC.  Please reference additional information at:  CDC concussion information and CHOA 
concussion information.   The Sports Medicine Program at CHOA offers excellent seasonal 
seminars for parents and coaches that address concussions and other medical conditions related 
to youth athletics. 

  

mailto:Football@NYOsports.com
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http://www.cdc.gov/concussion/sports/index.html?s_cid=cs_281
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Concussion Information 

 
 

 
 



 
 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 



D. Helmet Selection, Mouth Pieces and Helmet Fitting 
Properly selected and properly fitted equipment reduces the risk of concussions 

1. General comments about how helmets: 
a) Players should use only high quality modern helmets.  Be aware of the VA TECH University 

study ranking the safety of alternative helmets:   http://www.sbes.vt.edu/helmet.php.  
b) Improperly fitted helmets contribute to the risk of concussions. 
c) Helmets should be tight but not painful to the athlete. 
d) The helmet should always move with the head, not independently. 
e) Maintenance of the helmet throughout the season is important. Hair cuts can influence the fit 

of a helmet.  Most helmets are adjustable both through a selection of padding and air bladder 
pressure.  Parents should be educated to check the condition of both regularly.   

f) Before each use, helmets should be inspected for defects.  This is particularly true after 
helmets are disassembled for painting.   

 
2. Helmet Selection  

a) Modern helmets are considered to be far superior to those of the past.  Parents should seek 
modern high quality helmets sold by stores which have knowledgeable staff who can assure 
proper fitting.   

b) Virginia Tech University has completed a study concerning the ability of various helmets to 
cushion blows to the head.  The results resulted in a ranking of helmets ranging from one to 
five stars, with five stars being the safest.  Results of that study are available at:  
http://www.sbes.vt.edu/helmet.php.  

c) USA Football offers information about helmets at:  http://usafootball.com/health-
safety/equipment-fitting. 

 
3. Mouth Pieces: 

a) Use of mouth guards tends to reduce concussions 
b) Mouth pieces should extend over molar teeth.  So, periodically evaluate & replace mouth 

pieces that have been chewed off. 
 

4. Helmet Fitting  – Properly fitted helmets reduce the risk of concussions and other head injuries 
a) Crown pressure:  Pull helmet straight down on athlete's head. You are looking for the pressure 

to be evenly distributed on the top of the head and the helmet should not come down on the 
nose. 

b) Lateral grip:  Place your hands on each side of the helmet and ask the athlete to hold the head 
still. Gently force the helmet from side to side. What you are looking for here is the helmet 
padding to grip the head and not slide across the face. Facial skin should bunch up. 

c) Vertical grip:  Again, place your hands on each side of the helmet and ask the athlete to hold 
the head still. Gently roll the helmet backward and forward. The skin on the forehead should 
move with the helmet and with enough force it will eventually slip a little, but it should catch 
on the eyebrow without coming down on the nose. 

d) When the helmet fits snugly, ask the athlete if it is causing any pain. If the answer is no, then 
you have a good fit. If the answer is yes, then you should go up to the next size.  Do not ask if 
the helmet is tight because it is supposed to be tight. 

e) Be sure to explain to the athlete what you are doing through each step and why. This educates 
the athlete to quicker troubleshoot any problems that may occur with the helmet. 

f) The helmet should be 1” to 1 ½“ above the eye brows and fit snugly around circumference of 
the head.  

g) Jaw pads should be touching the jaw and not the ears.  Youth players have thinner faces that 
high school or college players and as a result must wear relatively wider jaw pads to prevent 
the helmet from moving laterally on the head. 

h) The rear padding should be infirm but with comfortable contact with the head. 
i) Reference the USA Football app or website for additional information about helmet fitting.  

http://www.sbes.vt.edu/helmet.php
http://www.sbes.vt.edu/helmet.php
http://usafootball.com/health-safety/equipment-fitting
http://usafootball.com/health-safety/equipment-fitting


Chinstrap 
• The chinstrap simply keeps the helmet on the head while playing; it is not a means to 

adjust the fit of the helmet.   
• With the cup centered on the chin, the front or high should first be adjusted and buckled 

followed by the rear or low hook straps.  There should be equal tension on all the straps. 
• The upper snaps go under the face mask and never are unbuckled; the athlete will 

unbuckle only the lower snaps on the chin strap. 
• The cup of the chin strap should be centered and should firmly against the chin 

 
Ear / Jaw Pads 

• Youth players have thinner faces that high school or college players and as a result must 
wear relatively wider jaw pads to prevent the helmet from moving laterally on the head. 

 
Maintenance 

• Inspect helmets before each use to insure they remain properly fitted and in good 
condition.  

• Recheck the air-bladder suspension and helmet fit following the above guidelines. 
• Fill the air bladder only while the helmet is in place on the athlete's head.  
• Cool weather is one of several factors that can cause a helmet’s air bladder to deflate. 
• Facemasks may be bent with contact. Replace as needed. 
• Check helmet shell for cracks and helmet hardware for rust. Replace screws as needed to 

insure the facemask can be removed easily in an emergency. 
 
Putting on the Helmet 

• The athlete should hold the helmet over the head with thumbs under the base of the 
helmet while squeezing the ear pads.  Index fingers should go through the ear holes.   

• The helmet should be pulled outward while pulling the helmet down over the head.  If 
necessary the ear / jaw pads can be removed and snapped backed in after the helmet is on 
the head. 

• Place front pad on forehead and roll the helmet back over & down on the head. 
 
Taking off the Helmet 

• Unbuckle only the lower chin straps (upper straps are not to be unbuckled) 
• Thumbs should go under the base of the helmet & squeeze the ear pads.  The squeezing 

motion creates clearance between the jaw / ear pads and the athlete’s ears. 
• Index fingers should go through the ear holes.   
• The helmet should be pulled outward while pulling the helmet off the head.  If necessary 

the ear / jaw pads can be removed and snapped backed in after the helmet is on the head. 
 

E. Coach Proper Fundamentals – “Heads Up” & Emphasize Safety 
Proper techniques reduce the risk of injuries.   
At all practices coaches should teach proper football fundamentals particularly concerning tackling and 
blocking per “Heads Up’ instructions.  An essential coaching point is that players must not lead with their 
heads as a primary contact point and at all times keep their heads & eyes up.  The Heads Up tackling 
techniques as prescribed by USA Football and terminology should be the only ones taught at NYO.  Please 
refer to the USA Football website for the details on the five steps associated with Heads Up tackling.   An 
overview of the Heads Up tacking techniques is summarized below and is available at:  
https://usafootball.com/resources-tools/coach/levels-of-contact/. 

 
1) Break down position - Head up & eyes up, feet are slightly wider that shoulder width, knees are bent 

and hands are in a ready position. 

https://usafootball.com/resources-tools/coach/levels-of-contact/


2) Buzz Steps – As the tackler nears the ball carrier in a break down position short choppy steps are 
taken. 

3) Hit Position – Immediately before impact a final downhill step is taken in preparation for impact. The 
helmet slides to the side of the ball carrier. 

4) Shoot – This refers to the explosive upward action of the tackler’s legs and hips. 
5) Rip - With head & eyes remaining up the tackler should use an upper cut motion with both arms to 

lock up and lift the ball carrier slightly.  The point of impact on the tackler’s body is the front section of 
the shoulder pads, not the head.  The lift serves several purposes: it keeps the tackler on his feet, 
prevents dives and misses; it breaks the runner's balance and makes the next point easier. 
 

F. Eliminate Unsafe Drills and Emphasize Safe Actions– We are dealing with young players many of 
whom have never played before.  Safety has to be a top priority.  Only appropriate well organized drills 
should be used.  If you have any question about a drill contact the Football Committee.  Particularly early 
in the season it is also imperative that before each drill you provide very clear instructions about what is 
expected with an emphasis on safety. 

 
1. Coaches need to verify helmets are properly fit and that mouth pieces are being used. 
2. Explain to players the symptoms of concussions and that they are to communicate with coaches if 

symptoms are experienced. 
3. NO full contact drills should begin with players more than three yards apart unless most of their 

motion is on an angle such as on a sideline drill. 
4. Particularly early in the season it is also imperative that before each drill you provide very clear 

instructions about what is expected with an emphasis on safety. 
5. Remind players that heads & eyes should remain up at all times 
6. Remind players to never lead with their heads 
7. Walk through new drills which will reduce confusion by players; confused players are more likely 

to be injured. 
8. Coaches should pair players of similar size and ability for contact drills 
9. Particularly early in the season the distance between players in hitting drills should be kept to a 

maximum of two yards. 
10. Certain drills such as “bull in the ring” are old school and serve little benefit toward enhancing 

players’ skills; eliminate these.   
11. Most tackling in game conditions occurs on angles.  Minimize drills that requires repeated head on 

tackling 
12. Either avoid or minimize live coverage of kicks or punts during practices. 
13. Players within Oklahoma drills should never begin further than 5 yards apart. 
14. Quick whistles – Players must learn to play until the whistle so coaches must be diligent about 

stopping each play during practices with a whistle.  During practice err on the side of stopping play 
with a whistle blown too quickly. 

15. Never run drills where any player is defenseless or flat footed. 
  



 
 
F. Lightning 

As quickly as possible, announcements of game cancellations and field closings will be posted on the NYO 
website, distributed to coaches & parents by email and the telephone message at NYO’s office will be revised 
with the weather update.  Sometimes NYO will close the fields, even if rain & lighting have passed, in order 
to avoid damage to the turf.  If bad weather develops closer to game time, game officials will determine 
whether or not games can be played.  At all times, coaches need to use good judgment about bad weather 
concerning player safety and for not damaging wet fields.  The app, “COACHSMART” provides real time 
information on the proximity of lightning strikes. 
 
NYO is equipped with a lightning detection system.  If this horn goes off with a single loud blast, leave the 
fields quickly.  NYO is equipped with a lightning detection system situated above the press box overlooking 
the Bronco baseball field.  If this horn goes off with a single loud blast, leave the fields quickly.  You can 
monitor this system using the link:  http://nyosports.thormobile1.net/mobile/ which you should keep on your 
phone. Dugouts and pavilions are NOT safe options.  If the yellow light is spinning on top detection system 
that means the all clear has not sounded and all fields are closed. The system will provide three short blasts 
when it is safe to return to the fields.  For further weather updates please reference NYO’s office & website:  
(404) 256-1483 & www.nyosports.com. 

 

http://nyosports.thormobile1.net/mobile/
http://www.nyosports.com/
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